Abstract: Optimization-simulation technology is developed simultaneously with progress in numeric methods, computer science and different fields of modern mathematics. This paper gives the list of problems, which are formulated and successfully solved, and two primers of numeric procedures for decision of multiparameter multicriteria optimization problem. Iterative procedure for structural grows of large-scale system is considered on primer of fuel and energy system. For τ LP -search with averaging methodology a set of application is discussed. A part of existent proofs of convergence of numeric procedures is described.
INTRODUCTION
The optimization-simulation is very popular technology. It bases on high speed of modern computers, advanced numerical algorithms, manifold macro language for creation of simulation models. This approach permits to find only "rational" decisions of optimization problems. This technology consists in multiple repetition numerical experiments with simulation model.
Optimizations problem for large-scale system with vector of input parameters α and index of quality ) (α F may be given as follows:
To define such parameters values and systems structure, which provide ) (α F extr under restrictions
Set of restrictions (1) is given in form of mathematical expressions. Set of restrictions (2) is given in algorithmic form, i.e. it involves both procedures for testing parameters constructions and fragments of mathematical expressions. Algorithmic restrictions are completely examined only after imitation experiments with simulation model. The functional of optimisation problem ) (α F may be given in algorithmic form too. There are seven large directions for using optimization-simulation approach (Tsvirkun et. al., 1985a , Antonova et. al, 2005 . Problem definitions for them are formulated under follows assumptions.
The first. Different structures of large-scale system are chosen.
The second. All restrictions are examined.
The third. A set of acceptable variants of system for restrictions (1) is denoted as 0 I and a set of acceptable variants of system for restrictions (2) is denoted as 0 J .
PROBLEMS FOR OPTIMIZATION LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS

First optimization problem
Efficiency function is given in analytical form. Acceptable variants are chosen from 0 I . In this case both efficiency function and restrictions have analytical form. It means that problem has high level of formalization. So all methods of mathematical programming are acceptable. However there is very small quantity of such problems in real practice. In addition stochastic character of system parameters and internal and external noises is ignored.
A few operations are fulfilled for optimal variant structure synthesis. They involve creation of simulation model, realization of procedure of optimisation, analyse of results and repetition for some stage if it is need.
Second optimization problem
Efficiency function is given in analytical form. Restrictions are chosen from 0 J and have algorithmic form. In this case creation of simulation model is obligatory.
Very large quantity of imitation experiments with simulation model must be fulfilled for optimal variant structure synthesis. There are many numeric methods for reduction of laboriousness of optimization procedures. They involve design of experiments, directional simulation modelling, τ LP -search with averaging methodology (Antonova, 2001 (Antonova, , 2007 and others. 
Third optimization problem
Forth optimization problem
Efficiency function has algorithmic form. Restrictions are chosen from 0 I and given in analytical form.
Simulation modelling allows calculate efficiency function values. Rational variant of parameters values or systems structure is determined after large quantity of imitation experiments. All simulation modelling methods, design of experiments, directional simulation modelling, optimizationsimulation methods realise for solving of this problem.
Fifth optimization problem
Efficiency function and restrictions have algorithmic form. Restrictions are chosen from 0 J . Such problems usually have not even partial analytic description.
Simulation model is very complicated in this case. Design of experiments is obligatory. For fast search of rational variant of parameters values or systems structure it is needed combine optimization-simulation methods with design of experiments.
τ LP -search with averaging methodology and directional simulation modelling, allow accelerate solving of this problem. 
Sixth optimization problem
Seventh optimization problem
Noticeable problems quantity is formulated as multiparameter multicriteria problems. So there are many variants of problem statements. In general case optimizations problem may be given as follows:
To define such parameters values and systems structure, which provide join extremum for the set of criteria
Separate single variant of decision in such task usually is inaccessible. Really the Pareto set of variants is defined and then final decision is determined according to integral criterion or additional condition. Complicated special procedures are needed for multicreteria problems solving.
In (Antonova, 2001 (Antonova, , 2007 an application of grid's methods for investigation of complicated systems, represented in form of simulation model, is considered. Values of indices of quality for multiparameter multicriteria optimization task are calculated in the form of multidimensional integrals
where J is the total number of quality indices characterizing the considered object,
-the set of indices of quality at system's output, G -the region of efficiency, which is estimated in the process of searching a decision of optimization problem, Ω -the domain of variation of values of stochastic parameters, ) ), ( (
-the function describing the j-th quality index, ) (t α -input parameters vector with dimensionality 1 n , ω -external and internal stochastic noise vector with dimensionality 2 n , t -time,
-the distribution density satisfying the condition:
In the process of solving the problem the estimate of the region of the Euclidean space or the set of estimates from the space of estimates with given metric (Antonova, 2007) are determined, for which the quality indices constitute the Pareto set. In the region of efficiency joint extremum of indices of quality is present in the sense of definition of 17th IFAC World Congress (IFAC'08) multicriteria optimization task decision. Choosing conditions must be fulfilled
The procedure for approximate solution search combines the methods of statistical modeling, the Monte Carlo method and τ LP -search with averaging methodology (Antonova, 2001 (Antonova, , 2007 . In the domain of integration G (the region of efficiency) the averaged values of indices of quality will be better then in other regions.
Values of indices of quality are estimated as a sum of imitation experiments results
where G L is the size of the subsequence of the points of the 
A FEW PROOFS OF CONVERGENCE OF NUMERIC PROCEDURES IN OPTIMIZATION-SIMULATION
There are the most difficult seventh optimization problem are considered. Two primers of numeric procedures for search of multiparameter multicriteria optimization task decision are discussed.
Iterative method for optimization of large-scale systems
For multilevel large-scale system in (Akinfiev et. al., 1985b) was proposed compound optimization method. Iterative method for search of multiparameter multicriteria optimization problem solving is described on primer of optimization procedures for the fuel and energy complex (FEC). If there are N subsystems in structure of large-scale system, N indices of quality for all subsystems and simulation model for evaluation of them are chosen.
where Χ is vector, which specifies optimal fuel and energy resources (FER) output, optimal capacity growth for extraction, processing and shipment of FER, optimal investment by period of functioning,
are the set of vectors, which specifies for subsystem number n for separate periods of functioning the composition of new and renovated production and transportation facilities, speed of this operations, the sequence of introduction of new capacities, placing of orders in the subsystems.
In addition general index of quality is used,
where t nl w = Ω specifies aggregated indices for cost per unit of various resources required to produce a FER of type l in subsystem n during the period of functioning t. They involve investment, building activities, labour resources, etc.
An iterative technique has following steps.
1. The initial approximation of the aggregated indices 0 Ω is given. Optimization problem (9) at top level is solved after dynamic programming is used. As result vectors N n n , 1 , = Χ are obtained. M.M. Kapranov in (Akinfiev et. al., 1985b ) proved a few theorems about properties of this iterative procedure. 
, ε ε must be given previously.
Let in the iterative procedure p be a mapping specified for global optimisation problem (9), while w be a mapping specified by local optimisation problems (8).
A step of iterative procedure
is a transparent mapping of the iterative process. The convergence of iterative procedure is obviously determined by the properties of mapping, connected with a transparent mapping A. The necessary condition of the convergence of such iterative procedure is the presence of some fixed points in the transparent mapping A. Because mappings p and w are specified through solutions of the linear and dynamic programming M.M. Kapranov in (Akinfiev et. al., 1985b) introduced a class of ε -continuous mappings. The first theorem, proved by M.M. Kapranov in (Akinfiev et. al., 1985b) , concerns the existence of fixed points with quasicontinuous mappings. 
This theorem for above mentioned iterative schemes guarantees the existence of "almost fixed point" within the iterative process among which the optimal solution should be found.
Organization of iterative process may be different. Another two theorems were proved. 
Analyse of conditions for τ LP -search with averaging using
τ LP -search with averaging realize by means numeric procedures. So a proof of convergence of these procedures is needed. According (Antonova, 2007) definition is introduced. In (Antonova, 2007) There are some results, connected with Monte-Carlo estimates properties, presented. Estimates must to exist, to converge to integrals (7) and to be continuous function according to rules of τ LP -search.
Existing of Monte-Carlo estimates for indices of quality in form (7) follows from the uniform low of distribution of the points of the τ LP -sequence, that fall in multidimensional single hypercube or in its mapping in the region of space of parameters with arbitrary form.
